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Question #:1

A business analyst needs to visualize the sales of products by product category, product sub-category, and
product name. The analyst would like to see the relative sales by product hierarchy without using a drill-down
dimension.

Which chart type should the analyst use?

Grid chart

Block chart

Combo chart

Radar chart

Answer: A

Question #:2

A business analyst needs to create a dashboard showing only numerical values. There is NO need to filter data
or select any

dimensions.

Which three objects can the business analyst use? (Select three )

Bar chart

Grid chart

Gauge chart

Scatter chart

Straight table

Answer: A B C

Question #:3

A customer needs to display sales by quarter by year by gender in a single chart. Which chart type should the
business analyst use?

Pie chart with a 3D style

Block chart with a 3D style
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Line chart with Stacked style

Grid chart with pie chart style

Answer: C

Question #:4

A business analyst creates a document with two sheets, Sheetl and Sheet2 The analyst needs to add a button on
Sheetl. which will open Sheet2 and lock atl fields.

How should the analyst create this trigger?

In Document Properties, add the Lock All action to the OnOpen trigger

In Sheet Properties of Sheet1 add the Lock Field action to the OnLeaveSheet trigger

In Button Properties, add the Activate Sheet action for Sheet2 and the Lock All action

In Button Properties, add the Activate Sheet action for Sheet2 and the Lock Field action

Answer: C

Question #:5

Refer to the exhibit

A business analyst needs to present the actual sales of the current year in a KPI on a dashboard. The
expression in the Text field is NOT working

Which two changes will correct the expression? (Select two )

Remove the $ sign before Year
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Remove the $ sign between {and (

Add single quotes around the whole expression

Change Representation from Text to Expression

Add a = sign at the beginning of the expression

Answer: A B

Question #:6

Refer to the exhibit.

Which is the highest performing expression to accurately count the number of Account Owners?

COUNT (%AccountOwnerId)

COUNT(AccountOwnerld)

COUNT(DISTINCT %AccountOwnerId)

COUNT(TOTAL %AccountOwnerId)

Answer: C

Question #:7

A business analyst has a ProductCode field that contains the value 'AB1980T60'. Which is the correct
expression to extract all the numbers from this string?
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=Right(ProductCode,7) - "T"

=SubField(Num# (ProductCode))

=KeepChar(ProductCode,* 016S9')

=Mid(ProductCode,3,4) + Mid(9,2>

Answer: B

Question #:8

Refer to the exhibit.

The dataset shown has been loaded into a QhkView application The user has selected the year 7015' to analyze

This expression is used to calculate a value:

Num((Sum({!<[Month] = {'May'} >> SalesAmt-COGS)/Sum({1<[Month] = {'May*} >} SalesAmt)),
#,##0.0**)

What is the result?

What is the result?
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13 5%

22.5%

34.8%

77.5%

Answer: D

Question #:9

For a gauge, in which two places in the chart properties can expressions be entered? (Select two )

Auto Minimize of the object

Show Condition of the object

X and Y position of the object

Calculation Condition of the object

Number of major/minor units for the scale

Answer: B D

Question #:10

How many dimensions and measures are required to create a scatter chart?

One dimension and one measure

One dimension and two measures

Two dimensions and one measure

Three dimensions and one measure

Answer: B

Question #:11

A business analyst wants to represent the relationship between two key performance indicators <KPI) over
time. The value ranges of the KPIs differ widely and the relative scale between each KPI is NOT required to
be maintained.

How should the business analyst meet these requirements?


